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 Business The airport is a relief airport for the cities of Inverness and Aberdeen. It has a reputation for having poor navigation, which has earned it the nickname "Inverness No.1 Airport" and a Guinness World Record for the world's highest number of aircraft parked on runways at one time. Accidents and incidents On 16 March 2006, a Fokker 50 operated by Bristow Helicopters, broke off its
transmission line during take-off, causing a fire in a hanger at the airport. On 1 January 2008 a Squirrel flight left with an incorrect AOC, with the aircraft eventually flying into the country's equivalent of the Gulf of Mexico, the Firth of Forth. On 10 March 2010, a Trustair Manchester flight from Inverness Airport crashed shortly after take-off, killing all three people on board. On 6 April 2015, a
Cessna 210 operated by Agstar Air Training crashed on take-off and burst into flames. All three people on board escaped. On 8 August 2015, a Dornier 228 chartered by Inverness Airport missed the runway and crashed into a house, killing a family of four. On 8 August 2015, a Dornier 228 chartered by Inverness Airport touched down short of the runway and stalled, with one of its four engines

failing. The aircraft then overran the runway and crashed, destroying a house and killing a family of four. Future In 2018, the Scottish Government announced its budget for capital improvements at the airport was £92 million, of which £8.5 million would be earmarked for new runways. It is hoped these improvements will make the airport more appealing to airlines and make it easier for the airport to
achieve Tier 4 status. Airlines and destinations Passenger Cargo See also Inverness Airport railway station List of airports in Scotland References External links Inverness Airport - Official site Category:Airports in Scotland Category:Transport in Inverness Category:Transport in Highland (council area) Category:Buildings and structures in InvernessIt's the end of an era as a one-time Habs star returns

to his country of origin November 22, 2012|Dan Rosen With the Canadiens missing the playoffs 82157476af
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